Dear sponsors from the Netherlands
This monthly report gives an impression of how our kids have been doing in February. We
as Nepalese people like to bring you only the “good” news. But of course we have also
our worries. So is our home manager mrs Jayanti leaving us because of family obligations.
So we have to replace her, what will not be easy. Some children get extra attention what
they need or their development, like we promised in the year plan Your gift makes the
difference in providing opportunities for our kids!
Thanks on behalf of Duhabi Board
Jayanti Dhimal.
Contributions from local people in Duhabi to the Child Home:
 Prem Kumar Shah donated copies, pencil and snacks.
 Purwanchal distillery donated 100 kg of rice.
 Sakun Dhakal donated 50 kg of rice.
 Regular monthly donation was puffed rice and beaten rice.
 Total donation was equal to the amount of Rs. 8700.
Some of the pictures during the donation period
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Reports of children
Ram and Laxman participated in the sports day of their school where they won the prizes
in running and other. They also participated in dancing in the annual function of their
school. They used to show their dance at home during holidays and finally they rocked the
floor in their annual function.
Siwani too had annual function on that day. Siwani also won prize for spoon race.
Ritan practised a lot in making house and other things from dough for his practical work
which was presented on the day of Saraswati puja.
Riju continued his work this February in the aluminium factory. He is waiting to be placed
in a company that belongs to the Rockstart network: Red Mud Coffee. Riju liked this
company when we visited several companies during the educational tour in dec 2017.
Milan made something for his practical work for the art with the help of other friends. He
made a house and sofa from cartons and papers which he took to his school as practical
work.
Some activities of the children during the month
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Education:
Parmilla: She is doing remarkably well! Since she gets extra tuition during the last 8
months she is also less shy then before and has started singing! So also in her case we see
that more individual sponsoring and attention makes big difference!we thank our sponsors
for that.
Children waited for Saraswati puja festival since very long and every child got an
opportunity to celebrate on the 10th of February. Ms. Anja Brasser was also present on that
day at Duhabi home so she also had a good time with the children and also visited the
schools of our children. She was happy at that moment and so do the children to show
their school and their teachers. Urmila had annual function on the day at her school where
she danced with great pleasure with her other friends.
Some of the pictures of the children:
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Health:
Children remained healthy and cleanliness is maintained regularly. Ram and Laxman had
little cold but they are good after taking some medicines.
Others:
Ms. Anja Brasser (advisor of donor-organisation in Amsterdam) arrived to Duhabi home
on 8th February. She managed to visit the school of every child on the occasion of
Saraswati puja and also got chance to see the annual functions of Urmila and Siwani
A new computer teacher named Aash Kumar Mandal was hired during the month as
previous teacher left the job being busy. A new teacher is a running bachelor level student.
He has completed his basic level course and has extra knowledge to teach the children. He
is attending his computer class regularly.
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Some of the activities with the children:

Reported by
Jayanti Dhimal
Duhabi home manager
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